
Native Live Transcriptions in WUSTL 
HIPAA Zoom 

This document outlines the usage of closed captioning and live transcriptions in WUSTL HIPAA 
Zoom. The closed captioning and live transcriptions functionality should be enabled by default 
for all users, but the first section details how to verify this in the account settings.


I. Enabling Closed Captions and Live Transcriptions

II. Using Closed Captions and Live Transcriptions

III. Notes and Limitations


Enabling Closed Captioning and Live Transcriptions


Verify that the live transcription functionality in Zoom is enabled in your profile settings.


1. Visit https://wustl.zoom.us and select the “WUSTL Key Single Sign On (SSO)” sign in 
button.


https://wustl.zoom.us


2. Once logged in, select the “Settings” menu item on the left. In the section that appears in 
the main area of the page, select the “In Meeting (Advanced)” item under the “Meeting” tab 
or scroll down until you see the “Closed captioning” settings.







3. Make sure the “Closed captioning” toggle is enabled and that the check boxes are all 
selected. The first box is optional, but harmless; those who have been using Otter.ai will 
have it enabled already.







Using Closed Captioning and Live Transcriptions


Upon starting a Zoom meeting, you should see a “CC Live Transcript” button at the bottom of 
the Zoom application window. Click this button and select to “Enable” live transcriptions.




The audio, transcribed in real time, will be shown as captions at the bottom of the screen. The 
caption box (outlined in blue) can be moved around as desired.


The full transcript can also be viewed, allowing the user to review earlier spoken content. To 
view the full transcript, click the small caret symbol ( ^ ) on the “CC Live Transcript” button and 
select “View Full Transcript.”




The full transcript of the meeting will appear to the right.


The transcript area can also be popped out into its own window and placed in a preferred 
location.






And finally, the size of the on-screen captions can be altered under “Subtitle Settings…” This 
can be found by clicking the small caret symbol ( ^ ) on “CC Live Transcript” button.




A settings screen will appear with a slider to adjust font size.




Notes and Limitations


• Enabling closed captioning and live transcriptions in a meeting is controlled by the host, but 
it is very easy for an attendee to signal a request to the host to enable. When an attendee 
clicks to view the captions and live transcriptions in a meeting where the feature has not 
been enabled, they will be presented with an option to notify the meeting host. The host will 
simply see a notice to approve or decline the request.


• This feature is powered by a speech to text transcription application from Otter.ai that 
leverages artificial intelligence and machine learning. Our experience has been very positive, 
but know that occasional inaccurate transcriptions will occur.


• Captions and live transcriptions do not work in Breakout Rooms.

• The on-screen captions are not captured in recordings.

• Native captioning DOES work in Zoom Webinars.



